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The Contemporary Cake Decorating Bible
Over 150 Techniques And 80 Stunning
Projects
Learn how to choose and use colours creatively in your cake decorating projects with 10
amazing cake designs from Lindy Smith, author of the international bestseller The
Contemporary Cake Decorating Bible. Discover how to adapt cake designs to your own colour
schemes, how to take colour inspiration from objects and environments around you to create
your own unique palettes, and how to use the food paste colours available to best effect on
stunning decorated cakes. Includes 10 colour-themed chapters each with an amazing cake
decorating design and additional cupcake or cookie projects in alternative colourways, to show
how selecting different colours can dramatically change the feel of your design. Step-by-step
illustrated instructions cover every stage of cake design, from baking cakes and mixing colours
to sugar modeling and adding finishing touches - perfect for both beginner and experienced
cake decorators alike! Featuring a fully comprehensive index of all of the food paste colours
available from the main suppliers in the UK, and full instructions on how to alter their tone, hue
and intensity to suit your cake decorating needs.
Learn how to perfect the prettiest trend in cake decorating – using edible flowers and herbs to
decorate your cakes and bakes – with this impossibly beautiful guide from celebrity baker Juliet
Sear. Learn what flowers are edible and great for flavour, how to use, preserve, store and
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apply them including pressing, drying and crystallising flowers and petals. Then follow Juliet
step-by-step as she creates around 20 beautiful botanical cakes that showcase edible flowers
and herbs, including more top trends such as a confetti cake, a wreath cake, a gin and tonic
cake, floral chocolate bark, a naked cake, a jelly cake, a letter cake and more.
Simple instructions for gorgeous cakes, cupcakes, and cookies; decorate them with fillings,
frostings, piping, sugarpaste, and more! Whether you are a beginner or an experienced baker,
this book is designed to provide you with all the baking and decorating techniques you'll need
to become a confident and creative cake, cupcake, and cookie maker. With easy-to-follow
recipes and advice about essential tools, experienced cake decorator Giovanna Torrico guides
you through the planning and preparation stages, including baking and icing tips and how to
layer and stack a cake. Using stylish designs and handcrafted edible flowers and animals, you
can create personalized masterpieces for all occasions, including: Chocolate truffle cake Red
velvet cake Ganache variations Italian meringue And so much more! Achieve stunning results
every time with Creative Cake Decorating!
Master sugar artist Alan Dunn presents more than 100 of his most spectacular cake decorating
designs—all illustrated in the classic Alan Dunn style. This book offers everything you need to
create stunning and impressive cakes for every occasion. Each decoration, from “sweet violet”
to “moon and sun bouquet” is illustrated from beginning to end, with handy information on all
necessary equipment. Alan Dunn's Ultimate Collection of Cake Decorating covers tropical and
exotic cakes, flowers, fruit and nuts, celebration cakes, and arrangements, along with tips on
technique and detailed recipes. This book delivers joy to both the baker and the sugar crafter,
with amazing creations to impress those lucky enough to be offered the end results.
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The Absolute Beginner's Guide - Learn by Doing * Step-by-Step Basics + Projects
Creative Color for Cake Decorating
Simply Modern Wedding Cakes
The Cake Decorator's Bible
Step-By-step Expert Cake Decorating Techniques for Over 30 Mini Cake Designs
Modern Sugar Flowers
The ultimate compendium of cake decorating techniques for avid amateur bakers
everywhere. Cake Decorating for Beginners combines nuggets of advice and popular
projects from books in the Modern Cake Decorator series. You are taken through the whole
process from the initial bake to icing your cake with those final embellishments. Expert
cake decorators Christine Flinn, Sandra Monger and Stephanie Weightman pool their
knowledge to help you with stencilling, using cutters, piping and painting. Includes
printable templates for the eBook edition.
Discover everything you need to know to create celebration cakes that are beautiful,
unique and truly contemporary. This is the ultimate, must-have cake decorating and
sugarcrafting techniques book, from best-selling author and superstar sugarcrafter Lindy
Smith. Acclaimed sugarcraft expert Lindy Smith demonstrates over 150 techniques step-bystep, from baking to decorating More than 80 projects allow you to get creative right away,
with detailed instructions for decadent desserts from tiered cakes, wonky cakes, mini
cakes, cupcakes and cookies Essential tips and advice are included for all skill levelts, from
complete beginners to the most confident of cake decorators
Learn the secrets of sugar floristry with Petalsweet Cakes founder Jacqueline Butler. In her
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exquisite and long-awaited debut book, you'll learn in step-by-step detail how to create
modern and sophisticated, stylized sugar flowers, and how to use them to create beautiful
arrangements on wedding and celebration cakes. Inside you'll find instructions and step-bystep photographs for 20 stunning sugar flowers in various stages of bloom, as well as
flower buds and leaves, using a clean and contemporary color palette. Through six diverse
projects you'll then learn how to use these foundation flowers in combination with filler
flowers to create elegant cake designs, including working directly on single-tier cakes and
multi-tiered cakes, as well as making styrofoam cake toppers. As well as being the most
contemporary take on the subject ever produced, this book will also remain an essential
reference for years to come!
Presents one hundred recipes and step-by-step instructions that teach the skills required to
create uniquely decorated cakes.
The Home Guide to Cake Decorating
Techniques, Tips & Projects for Floral Cakes
Over 150 Techniques and 80 Stunning Projects
30 simple and sensational buttercream cakes
Botanical Baking
Artisan Cake Company's Visual Guide to Cake Decorating
Threads Sew Smarter, Better, & Faster is a one-of-a-kind resource that's filled with more
than 1,000 Threads-tested tips, shortcuts and ingenious solutions to sewing
emergencies, all organised in an easy-to-access format for quick reference or more
leisurely reading. The perfect reference for stitchers at any skill level, this book offers a
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wealth of information, from a basic lesson in how-to-thread-a-needle to sewing repairs,
fitting techniques, and advanced tricks from tailors and couture workshops. Look under
'Fabric, Thread, & More' to find the perfect method for matching fabric-type to sewing
project. Check the 'Fitting' chapter for clever ways to hem trouser legs evenly every
time. There's even a section with sewing shortcuts just for quilters. Whether readers
simply wish to replace a button, polish their sewing skills, or stitch an intricate pattern,
Threads Sew Smarter, Better, & Faster is like having a friend and sewing expert at your
fingertips.
The Contemporary Cake Decorating BibleOver 150 Techniques and 80 Stunning
ProjectsDavid & Charles
Perfect the art of piping—and discover techniques for turning a simple design into a
stunning cake. Many people shy away from even trying their hand at piping. This
chapter, taken from The Contemporary Cake Decorating Bible, will help demystify the
art and inspire you to perfect the technique. The basics are not difficult to
master—having the correct equipment and icing consistency is key, whether it's
buttercream or royal icing. Then, all you need is practice to become familiar with the
amounts of pressure required as you pipe. Lindy Smith shows you how to pipe swirls,
peaks, daisies, and roses with buttercream, as well as dots, hearts, drop line work, and
brushwork embroidery with royal icing.
Flowers are probably the most popular choice of all cake decorations. The simplest
representation of a flower is a cut-out shape. Other more interesting ways of
representing flowers are to create fabric-effect flowers out of paste or to try your hand
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at creating lifelike flowers. There are many books written on the art of sugar flower
making; LindySmith touches on this subject here, showing you how to make lifelike
poppies and peonies, as well as fabric roses, blossoms and dahlias, and simple cupped
flowers.
Great Cake Decorating
Simple Steps to Creating Beautiful Cupcakes, Biscuits, Birthday Cakes and More
Cakeology
20 New Projects from Bestselling Author Lindy Smith
Sweet Designs for Cakes & Cupcakes
Alan Dunn's Ultimate Collection of Cake Decorating

Learn how to use easy papercraft techniques on cakes with edible
wafer paper to create stunning cake designs. Leading wafer paper
cake instructor Stevie Auble demonstrates how to make a plethora
of different wafer paper flowers, plus other wafer cake decorations
such as bows, wreaths, and cake toppers. Stevi also demonstrates
how you can cover cakes in wafer paper to create spectacular
backgrounds on which to place your decorations--all with minimum
effort.
Over 30 delicious homemade treats to delight your friends and
family all year round! Packed with recipes and designs for cakes,
cupcakes, mini cakes, fondant fancies and cookies. There's
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something for every occasion, from the Mad Hatter's tea party and a
seaside celebration, to a lacy white wedding and some special
Christmas gifts. Step-by-step illustrated instructions and detailed
techniques guide you through each stage of baking and decorating.
Stenciling is an extremely effective way to add impressive
decorations to your cakes and cookies quickly. For the best and most
satisfying results, Lindy Smith recommends using laser-cut culinary
stencils made from durable food-grade plastic. How you choose to
add a stenciled pattern will depend on the effect you wish to achieve
and the size of the item to be stencilled. This chapter, taken from
The Contemporary Cake Decorating Bible, shows you various
techniques using both edible dusts and royal icing; it also shows you
how to make your own stencils and some possible other uses.
The home guide to cake decorating features both easy to follow
instructions for beginners, from baking the cake to simple piping,
and inspirational ideas for experienced sugarcrafters seeking new
challenges. It also includes a brief history of cake decorating and a
full glossary of the terms used.
Professional Cake Decorating
The Contemporary Cake Decorating Bible - Flowers
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One-Tier Party Cakes
Over 20 Sensational Step-by-Step Cake Decorating Projects
Creative Cake Decorating
Mini Cakes Academy
Learning to make and decorate cakes that are as beautiful as they are
delicious can be a challenge, but with the expert guidance of renowned
confectionery artist Autumn Carpenter in First Time Cake Decorating,
your goal is within reach. Like having your very own cake decorating
instructor at your side, First Time Cake Decorating guides you
expertly through the process, from baking and prepping your first cake
through a range of decorating techniques, from essential piping
techniques for creating borders, writing, and flowers to working with
gum paste and fondant to make stunning daisies, roses, lilies, and
more. There’s a first time for everything. Enjoy the journey and
achieve success with First Time Cake Decorating!
Squarely aimed at the home baker, "The Cake Decorating Bible" is the
definitive guide to turning your cakes, cupcakes and biscuits into
showstoppers. Juliet Sear is at the forefront of contemporary cake
design with celebrities flocking to her Essex-based cake shop, Fancy
Nancy. In this bible of a book, Juliet teaches all the basics of cake
decoration - how to pipe buttercream, ice biscuits and use glitter and
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dyes to decorate cupcakes - before building up skills and confidence
so that tiered cakes and chocolate ganaches can be whipped up in the
blink of an eye. And alongside all Juliet's invaluable tips, cheats
and troubleshooting advice for how to remedy 'cake-tastrophes' the
book is packed with step-by-step photography of all the techniques and
stunning shots of Juliet's inspiring designs.
The definitive guide to mini cakes with expert instruction from a
world-renowned cake decorator. Mini cakes are ideal for trying out new
techniques, making the results quick and achievable for all skill
levels. They make perfect gifts, to give to guests a
Learn over 150 cake decorating techniques with this bestseller from
the renowned sugarcraft expert! This is the ultimate guide to
contemporary cake design—you’ll learn how to make decorated cakes,
starting with basic sugarcraft tools, baking recipes, and ingredients,
and finishing with advanced modeling techniques, including royal icing
stenciling, brush embroidery, buttercream piping, using sugar cutters
and molds, making cake jewelry, and so much more! Get creative with
simple, step-by-step instructions for more than eighty celebration
cake, mini-cake, cupcake, and cookie designs. Essential tips and
advice are included for all skill levels, from complete beginners to
the most confident of cake decorators—and you can even learn how to
make Lindy Smith’s signature “wonky cakes.”
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A sample chapter from The Contemporary Cake Decorating Bible
Contemporary baking and cake decorating with edible flowers and herbs
The Contemporary Buttercream Bible
Over 20 Contemporary Designs for Remarkable Yet Achievable Wedding
Cakes
First Time Cake Decorating
The Contemporary Cake Decorating Bible - Stencilling
“An absolute game changer in the industry of cake art . . . hugely
aspirational yet completely approachable . . . Bravo!” (Chef Duff
Goldman from Ace of Cakes). This essential guide demonstrates more
than fifty innovative techniques—via easy-to-follow step-by-step
photographic tutorials—and includes over forty stunning cake designs
to create at home, from simple cupcakes to three-tiered wonders.
Valeri and Christina start by showing you how to perfect a basic
buttercream recipe and how to pipe simple textures, patterns, and an
array of flowers. They then demonstrate how to create a myriad of
creative effects using diverse techniques such as stamping,
stenciling, palette knife painting, and much more. “I look forward to
learning all the skills that I, as an artist in rolled fondant, have
only the most rudimentary grasp of. Not since Cakewalk by Margaret
Braun have I been this excited about a cake book.” —Chef Duff Goldman
from Ace of Cakes “The authors’ examples are inspirational and a
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demonstration of what is possible if you ‘put your whole heart into
it.’ Overall, Valeriano and Ong have created a book full of
inspiration and encouragement that re-energizes the use of
buttercream in modern cake design.” —Sonya Hong of American Cake
Decorating “Fascinating techniques . . . lovely ideas.” —Lindy Smith,
author of The Contemporary Cake Decorating Bible
Bestselling cake decorating author and world-renown sugarcraft
teacher, Lindy Smith shows you how to create remarkable wedding cakes
with the minimum of fuss. The wedding cake is the centre of any
bride's big day, and having a design that is contemporary yet doesn't
cost the earth is high on the agenda. This book will show you how to
create a wide range of styles for modern wedding cakes, using the
latest trends in cake decorating and wedding design, for a DIY
wedding cake book like no other! Designs include a popular Zentangleinspired cake, mosaics, metallics, beads, fringes, frills, and more.
A section on making edible paper flowers means you can mix and match
the blooms on your cakes and create beautiful cake flowers that will
not wilt on the big day. Broken down into manageable stages by
Lindy's trademark high number of step photographs, readers will be
bursting to try these exciting and contemporary cake decorating
techniques. With achievable wedding cake designs and accessible cake
decorating techniques, this book covers the whole process of making a
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wedding cake--from conception to construction to decoration and even
demolition!
Learn how to use cake stencils to create gorgeous, easy-to-achieve
stencilling designs on your decorated cakes, cupcakes and cookies
with this stunning booklet of stencilling techniques and designs from
the bestselling The Contemporary Cake Decorating Bible. Includes
sugar and royal icing recipes, instruction for covering cake boards,
storing and transporting your decorated cakes, plus all the basic
cake decorating and stencilling techniques you need to know, from
royal icing stencilling, to using matt dusts and metallic dusts. You
will even learn how to make your own stencil! Try out your new
stencilling skills with 12 stunning cake designs, featuring
stencilled patterns and motifs on celebration cakes, cupcakes and
cookies.
"This comprehensive and accessible guide to cake decorating teaches
all of the techniques and tricks that aspiring sugarcrafters need to
create stunning and impressive cakes. Everyone will think these
amazing cakes came from the best bakery in town! First Steps in Cake
Decorating reveals dozens of expert cake decorating ideas that are
simple to achieve yet look stunning. All the most popular methods of
icing and decoration are covered, including buttercream, sugarpaste,
chocolate, marzipan and flower paste. Detailed, easy-to-follow
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instructions explain the basics of preparing and using different
types of icing, illustrated with step-by-step color photographs.
There is a delicious array of fantastic cakes here to suit adults and
children alike. Beginners will pick up the basics fast, and even
experienced cake decorators will find inspirational new ideas. About
All-in-One Guide to Cake Decorating: A complete, structured course in
the beautiful art of cake decorating from first steps to expert
skills. Teaches techniques that can be used to decorate all kinds of
cake from a novelty birthday cake to a memorable wedding cake. Over
300 instructional step-by-step color photographs show how to decorate
more than 50 finished cakes. Clearly written, straightforward text
covers every aspect of sugarcrafting skill. Includes covering cakes,
filling and layering, icings, chocolate, sugarpaste, marzipan,
piping, flower paste, and quick and easy decoration ideas. ""A ‘must
have' for anyone with the slightest interest in cake decorating"" –
Publishers Weekly"
The Complete Practical Guide to Cake Decorating with Buttercream
Icing
The Cake Decorating Bible
The Contemporary Cake Decorating Bible - Piping
Wafer Paper Cakes
A Step-by-Step Guide to Baking & Decorating Gorgeous Cakes, Cupcakes,
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Cookies & More
Step-By-Step Expert Cake Decorating Techniques for 30 Mini Cake
Designs

Whether it s a birthday, wedding, or dinner party, there s no better way to celebrate than with a
slice of glorious cake. In "Cakeology," Juliet shows home bakers how to take your cakes to the
next level with her favorite and most impressive projects.With a foreword by Buddy Valastro, of
Cake Boss, this book is crammed with tips and tricks and features step-by-step photography to
guide you at every stage, ensuring these projects can be mastered by everyone. Learn all elements
of cake decoration, from making fondant flowers to hand-painting on icing. From the elegant
wedding cake with intricate piping design to the fun burger cake, cookie explosion cake, or
Pinata cake (with a surprise center), Juliet s creations ensure you celebrate in style!"
Learn how to make sugar flower embellishments and decorations and create 7 easy-to-achieve
floral cake designs for decorated cakes, mini cakes, cupcakes and cookies with this stunning
booklet of sugar flower deigns and techniques from the bestselling The Contemporary Cake
Decorating Bible. Includes sugar and royal icing recipes, instructions for storing and transporting
your decorated cakes and covering cake boards, plus all the cake decorating techniques you need
to know to create stunning sugar flowers, from rolled fondant roses and sugar dahlias, to realistic
poppies and sugar peonies. Try out your new sugar flower-making skills with 7 gorgeous cake
designs, featuring sugar flower cake toppers and embellishments on celebration cakes, cupcakes,
mini cakes and cookies.
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In Artisan Cake Company's Visual Guide to Cake Decorating, Elizabeth Marek shows beginnercake-decorators how to get started with stylish cake decorating techniques. Learn to add ruffles,
stripes, and geometric patterns to your cakes. Figure out how to create the effect of cascading
petals or metallic finishes. An easy, visual step-by-step format with hundreds of stunning photos,
Marek will guide you through the tools, recipes and basics of decorating. Artisan Cake
Company's Visual Guide to Cake Decorating also features principles of simple cake design using
buttercream frosting, fondant, gumpaste, and more. From party cakes and wedding cakes to more
advanced 3D cakes, this book explores a full range of cake decorating for beginners to
professional-level. Let Elizabeth Marek's Artisan Cake Company's Visual Guide to Cake
Decorating help you get your cake from boring and bland to amazing and spectacular.
Presents a masterclass in making and decorating miniature cakes that includes such designs as a
timeless pocket watch and a white wedding cake, all accompanied by easy-to-follow instructions
and step-by-step photographs.
Cake Decorating for Beginners
Hobby Cakes
The Contemporary Cake Decorating Bible: Flowers
Lindy Smith's Mini Cakes Academy
Techniques, Tips and Projects for Piping on Cakes
Cake Decorating at Home
Learn everything you need to know about piping with royal icing and buttercream and
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create gorgeous decorated cakes, cookies, cupcakes and mini cakes with this
comprehensive booklet of piping techniques and designs from the bestselling The
Contemporary Cake Decorating Bible. Includes recipes for buttercream and royal icing, as
well as details for for covering cake boards and storing and transporting your decorated
cakes. Piping techniques include piping buttercream swirls and peaks on cupcakes, as well
as piping buttercream flowers, and creating piped lace designs and brush embroidery with
royal icing. Practise your new piping skills with 9 stunning cake designs, featuring piped
patterns and effects on celebration cakes, cupcakes and cookies.
Never serve a boring looking cake again! This stunning collection of buttercream cake
decorating projects will transform your regular bakes into works of art, using simple
techniques and nothing but 100% delicious buttercream. With 30 step-by-step single-tier
cake decorating projects on a wide variety of themes, you'll find cakes for all occasions that
will lift your baking to a new creative level. The cakes range in size from 4 to 8 inches high,
and come in a host of shapes and sizes--round and square but also simple carved shapes
including a wreath, a log and a birdcage. The ideal book for buttercream beginners, this
colourful cake decorating book will show you how to create simple yet sensational cakes
every day that will wow all who see and eat them! With expert instruction from the best
buttercream teachers in the world, you'll learn step-by-step a wide range of innovative
buttercream techniques using piping tips, palette knives and more.
Provides step-by-step, illustrated instructions for more than fifty innovative cake icing
techniques, including stamping, stencilling, and palette knife painting, and contains over
forty designs for cupcakes and cakes.
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1,000 Ideas for Decorating Cupcakes, Cookies & Cakes features a vast collection of
decorated dessert inspiration, with page after page of gorgeous photos. This book is a feast
for the eyes and the imagination that will never leave you stuck for an idea. Get your
creative juices flowing and see how bakers and decorators around the world have creatively
used fondant, buttercream, gum paste, sugar paste, royal icing, and piping and molded
designs to create cookies, cupcakes, and cakes that are true works of art. See elegant
cupcakes decorated with pearls and piping, colorful hand-painted cookies, tiered cakes with
dimensional flowers, and much more. Discover unique cupcake decorations that use royal
icing, edible markers, and fondant; wedding cakes adorned with gum paste accents and
debossed designs; vibrant Christmas cookies; whimsical children’s birthday cakes; specialty
Easter cakes, and much more. Get great year-round ideas for dessert presentations and gift
giving. Recipes for several types of frosting are included in the book, and an image directory
identifies key materials and techniques for each photo. Among the amazing featured
creations are: Cupcakes topped with sweet fondant flowers Fanciful characters and animals
made from fondant and gum paste Cookies decorated with imaginative royal icing designs
Lush buttercream roses atop cakes and cupcakes Hand-painted fondant accents Delicate
chocolate motifs Cakes enrobed in decadent ganache Simple buttercream designs that
dazzle This is the one book you’ll turn to again and again for the best cupcake, cookie, and
cake design ideas. Start exploring this delicious world today! These visual catalogs are both
a practical, inspirational handbook and a coffee-table conversation piece. Like all of the
books in our 1,000 series, these are not instructional books; rather, they are a visual
showcase designed to provide endless inspiration.
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Contemporary Cake Decorating with Elegant Gumpaste Flowers
The Complete Photo Guide to Cake Decorating
The Contemporary Cake Decorating Bible: Stenciling
Buttercream One-Tier Wonders
Piping
100 Buttercream Flowers
The definitive guide to baking showstopping cupcakes, cakes and
biscuits - from baking expert Juliet Sear, as seen on ITV’s Beautiful
Baking with Juliet Sear. Juliet teaches all the basics of cake
decoration - how to pipe buttercream, ice biscuits and use glitter
and dyes to decorate cupcakes - before building up your skills so
that tiered cakes and chocolate ganaches can be whipped up in the
blink of an eye. Discover how to remedy 'cake-tastrophes' and gain
confidence following Juliet's step-by-step photography of all the
techniques. Juliet Sear is at the forefront of contemporary cake
design with celebrities flocking to her Essex-based cake shop, FANCY
NANCY and the host of ITV's Beautiful Baking with Juliet Sear.
Learn to pipe 100 different buttercream flowers to showcase on your
cakes with this complete visual reference to piping flowers - each
flower is demonstrated on a cupcake, with five full scale projects to
show you how to combine your flowers into a masterpiece cake.
Described by Chef Duff Goldman of Ace of Cakes as "hugely
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aspirational yet completely approachable," the authors demonstrate
how to build up each flower using simple piping techniques that even
the novice cake decorator will be able to achieve! All the basics are
covered to get you started - how to make stable buttercream icing,
advice on coloring and flavor as well as essentials such as how to
fill a piping bag and the basic techniques you need. Valerie &
Christina then demonstrate in step-by-step photographic detail how to
create each flower and how to use your new found skills to create
stunning cake designs. The flowers are presented through the color
spectrum so when you look through the book you'll see the lovely
rainbow effect. Written by the world's leading lights in buttercream
art with an international following and over 60,000 Facebook fans!
An ultimate cake decorating and sugarcraft techniques book that
covers various techniques, starting with basic tools and ingredients
and finishing with advanced modelling and decorating. It gives stepby-step illustrated instructions that cover every stage, from cake
baking to adding the finishing touches.
In The Art of Modern Cake, Satin Ice Artist of Excellence and owner
of De la Crème Creative Studio Heidi Moore Holmon offers both new and
experienced bakers a gorgeously photographed instructional guide with
everything needed to create extravagant single and multi-tier cakes.
Featuring chapters on edible flowers, piping skills, food coloring
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techniques, and more, The Art of Modern Cake acts as both an
aspirational cake-making book and an inspirational coffee table book.
A Complete Guide to Cake Decorating Techniques, with Over 100
Projects, from Traditional Classics to the Latest in Contemporary
Designs
Over 100 Step-by-Step Cake Decorating Techniques and Recipes
The Contemporary Cake Decorating Bible
Modern Cake Designs and Techniques for Wafer Paper Flowers and More
Techniques, Tips and Projects for Using Cake Stencils

The comprehensive guide to amazing cake decoration—now
fully updated Professional Cake Decorating is a must-have
resource for professional and aspiring cake artists, baking
and pastry students, and cake decorating hobbyists, drawing
on years of experience from master cake designer and IACP
Award nominee Toba Garrett. This Second Edition has been
completely revamped with gorgeous new photography and a
fresh new design. The New Skills have been re-organized
into a user-friendly, step-by-step format, and line art and
photos throughout the book provide a visual reference for
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each new technique. The book begins with an introductory
chapter on all the fundamentals of the cake designer's art,
from covering a cake board to assembling and icing a
layered cake to stacking cake tiers with pillars or
columns. Subsequent chapters cover decorating techniques
including Basic, Intermediate, and Advanced Piping Skills,
The Art of Writing and Painting, Royal Icing Design Skills,
Hand Modeling Skills, Pastillage Construction, Gumpaste
Flowers, and much more. A chapter on Miniature Cakes and
Decorated Cookies includes techniques for making petit
fours and other small treats, while the Cake and
Confectionery Gallery provides inspiration for decorators
with nearly 20 full-page photos of breathtaking cakes and
information on the techniques needed to complete each one.
Garrett also includes recipes for cakes, fillings, icings,
cookies, and more, as well as an appendix of templates to
help decorators replicate the designs shown in the book.
Bestselling cake decorating author and world-renown
sugarcraft teacher, Lindy Smith shows you how to make a
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wedding cake with the minimum of fuss but with maximum
effect! This step-by-step guide will show you how to create
a wide range of styles for modern simple wedding cakes,
using the latest trends in cake decorating and wedding cake
design.
"Reference for cake decorating methods, including basic
cake preparation and materials, piping techniques, fondant
and gum paste accents, and miscellaneous
techniques"--Provided by publisher"--Provided by publisher.
1,000 Ideas for Decorating Cupcakes, Cookies & Cakes
The Complete Step-by-Step Guide to Piping Flowers in
Buttercream Icing
The Art of Modern Cake
Cake Decorating Techniques for the Contemporary Baker (StepBy-Step Cake Decorating, Dessert Cookbook)
All-in-One Guide to Cake Decorating
The step-by-step guide from ITV’s ‘Beautiful Baking’ expert
Juliet Sear
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